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Thanks to its extraordinary hand-dyed colors and luxurious textures, even the simplest garments

knit with Noro Yarns look gorgeous. These 30 striking lace designs, meant for

intermediate-to-advanced knitters and all made with Noro, highlight the beauty of this cult favorite.

The vivid, elegant projects include hats, cowls, shawlettes, blankets, and more. With this unrivaled

yarn, satisfying results are practically guaranteed!
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The pattern for the gauntlet mitts on page 104 is incomplete and the chart for it is wrong.

Frustrating!

One of the most striking knitting books I own. Each garment is beautifully photographed in several

views, so you know exactly how the finished project will look. I have already completed the infinity

cowl using silk garden light in a purple/blue colorway.

The book is well written and the phtographs are just beautiful. Even if you are not a fan of Noro, the

stitch patterns are great, you could easity use them in a hand-dye or even a monotone colorway.

This book is a great addition to your library of knitting books. There are others in the series as well

worthy of review and consideration however this one is definitely my favorite. I am glad I got hte



hard cover and did not wait for the soft.

Some of the directions aren't quite clear - the purse has a leather top but no instructions for it, just

for the leather draw strings. But the patterns are lovely,

It's Noro!!! What more can be said? It has the typical beautiful patterns with a great selection of

different projects. Even if I wasn't a knitter it would be a beautiful book in and of itself with all the

Noro color work.

I bought a stash of Noro wool at a wool show and then didn't know what to do with it. There are

some great patterns in this book, very clear directions, and a chart of the weights of the Noro wools

so you can interchange some of them. Many knitting books only have one or two patterns that are

appealing, but this book had a lot of choices for me, in many sizes.

I loved this book. I don't buy pattern books very often, but I love Noro yarns because they're so

colorful and I love lace patterns, so this book delivers on both. I will make several of these patterns

and just love to look at the pictures of the ones I probably won't ever make. Good book, in my

opinion.

It's a very nice compilation of patterns. Text and charts are easy to follow. I've knitted a few samples

swatches.Lovely book - nice patterns -- pretty lace knitting.
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